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The Delgur Campaign Concludes
A decision in the South East
With the Sons of Minerva still
holding out against the Southern
alliance of forces, this month has
seen another hectic series of
engagements.
The first saw the Partido De Unidad
(PdU) carry out a probe of the
defenders perimeter. The weather
was atrocious and hampered the
night action. The alert defenders
reacted when a unit of militia
blundered into a minefield on the
perimeter almost wiping out the
squad of hapless attackers. The
commandos accompanying them
launched several anti tank missiles
in the direction of the perimeter to
which the defenders replied with
artillery and small arms fire. With
casualties mounting over their
ordered limit the PdU forces
withdrew into the night.
Further West the Nacional Unidos
Democratica Estados (NUDE)
have probed the Government
Forces base at Ara Ton. The
heavily defended base easily
brushed off the squad level attack
with the loss of several men. The
survivors are believed to have
retreated to the nearest friendly
base.

The Molteni have rejoined the fight
for Delgur after a bruising series of
attacks in the last month. Using
their medium artillery they
pounded the defenders causing
significant losses and increased the
collateral significantly. At least 10
men were put out of action and a
landrover ambulance was seen
burning in the devastated village.
Groups of building were seen to
have collapsed in the town and it
has been reported that several were
dwellings. The bombardment is the
most recent attack upon the long
suffering village that in its self is
insignificant but which has taken
on strategic importance since the
rise of these factions contesting this
piece of ground.

proceeded to withdraw and
abandon their positions. Most of
the heavy weapons and stores were
captured by the surprised crew of
the armoured car closing this
episode of the civil war and
rewarding the Molteni for their
strategy and tactics.

As the Sons of Minerva forces
withdrew
Northward
they
approached Falag, the scene of a
recent ambush by PdU forces. It
seems that the PdU had landed
more troops in the area and they
again attacked troops passing
through the village. With no
combat supplies those desperate
troops who survived the ambush
could not fight back and melted
away into the jungle leaving all
their vehicles and heavy equipment.
This final victory finally closes the
Delgur has fallen!
In the most unlikely of incidents Campaign at Delgur.
given the fierce fighting that has
taken place recently at Delgur, the NUDE forces have again clashed
Molteni have probed the contested with Government Forces, this time
village with a single light armoured at Didlier. A probe by a significant
car and uncovered the fact that the force advanced through thick fog to
Sons of Minerva defenders had encounter the defenders and after a
exhausted their supplies. The prolonged firefight they were able
formidable garrison was impotent to capture the village and all its
against the probe and the garrison defences and stores.

Jason’s Bit
Another busy month. At last the fall of Delgur. I suppose that this is the first chapter and lesson in the harsh
reality of the type of fighting that it will take to win power. Interesting too in that the defenders were not
defeated in battle, but by logistics and their failure to resupply and reinforce in a timely fashion. With training
taking three months to commando level it might be the case of any live bodies in the trenches are good bodies.
With commandoes using significantly more supplies in battle this might be crucial. It does emphasise that this
is a different game to many others in that you don't have to kill every last enemy to gain victory.
I cant wait until the next encounter.

